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 exe on download location. After Download it Setup. Run and install setup. Note:If your pc has one of this model phone SP
Flash tools will not work for your device. IPhone 8 is a part of Apple iPhone series of smartphones. If you are using iPhone 8
mobile or want to get one then read further for complete information. As of this post, iPhone 8 will be available in 4 different

storage capacities with 64GB, 128GB, 256GB and 512GB. The iPhone 8 comes with 3 different displays. 3rd generation
iPhones have a 6.1-inch display which is also the same for the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus. The iPhone 8’s second generation
display is the 5.5-inch display that is also same as the iPhone 7s and 7 Plus. For the first time in the iPhone history, Apple has
integrated a new display. It is a 5.8-inch display. If you are thinking why the company has changed the display then check out

our iPhone 8’s review and go through its features. Read further for iPhone 8’s features and its specifications. Why Apple iPhone
8 is different from all previous iPhones? The iPhone is always in constant competition with the likes of Samsung and the others.
For example the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus are way better than the Samsung Galaxy S7 and S7 edge. As you all know iPhone 7 and 7

Plus were awarded with the the best camera phone in the world. Well, the iPhone 8 is also a camera phone as well as a
smartphone. Unlike previous iPhones the camera has become extremely useful now. Check out iPhone 8 Camera Features and

their specifications below. iPhone 8 Specification: iPhone 8 has a 5.8-inch display. As you all know it was first released in 2015
for the last generation iPhone 7 but has made its comeback in the new iPhone 8. The iPhone 8 also has the same display size as

the iPhone 7s and 7 Plus. If you are a jailbroken user then you can jailbreak iPhone 8 as well as 7. Check out our iPhone 8
Jailbreak guide. The iPhone 8 comes with the latest mobile operating system iOS 11 which was just released on the 18th of

September. iOS 11 is compatible with all the previous generation iPhones and iPad as well. Check out iOS 11 Release Date and
Features. In the above table, we have highlighted all the features of the iPhone 8. The iPhone 8 82157476af
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